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The similarity, both in form and syntactic function, between the

focus markers of Siona (Wheeler 1967) and those of Coreguaje* has

been a source of confusion in the analysis of the latter. In both

languages, -hilpi^ 'source' occurs on noun phrases functioning as

subject, instrument, means, and locative source (Wheeler, 61-63;

Gralow 1980:34, n.ll). In both languages, -ni is attached to noun
phrases whose head noun is animate, to indicate the object or goal of

the sentence; and -na is found in both languages in connection with

noun phrases functioning as goal, when the head noun is inanimate

(Wheeler, 65). -dalreIHe in both languages designates objects and

locative reference (64). As for the presence or absence of these

morphemes, in neither language are they obligatory, when a phrase

functions as subject or object (nor, in the case of Coreguaje, when it is

the instrument/means/source or goal of the sentence). Yet the

arrangement of these enclitics in Siona into the categories of emphatic

focus, normal focus, and nonfocus (69) does not explain satisfactorily

the use of the corresponding forms in Coreguaje.^ In particular, it is

not true in Coreguaje that ''the elements which are central to the

narrative occur with enclitic markers" and that such an element "(a

particular person or object in the narrative) is marked for focus every

time it occurs, with certain exceptions where redundancy is a factor"

(p. 70). On the contrary, even when a reference to a major participant

in a Coreguaje narrative does take a focus marker, most commonly
neither earlier nor later references to him are so marked.'*

In Coreguaje, the enclitics mentioned above may be arranged into a

bipolar marked and unmarked system, except in connection with the

animate and inanimate objects, which display a three-way contrast.

This system is presented in Table I on the following page.

Although these suffixes may be classified as marked or unmarked, it

does not follow that every marked form has the same function. On the

contrary, whereas -pi and -ni are used commonly as a marker of

exclusive focus (sects. 1.1, 2.1), the most common function of -re
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is to indicate specificity (sect. 3.1). As for -na, it brings into focus

references to specific inanimate goals and times without the overtones

of exclusivity (sect. 4).

Table 1 Coreguaje Enclitics

function
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who did the killing, viz., the country fellow, to the exclusion of ail

other candidates.)

On the other hand, -pi brings into focus the agent (animate subject,

sect. 1.2) or means (inanimate element, sect. 1.3) by which a change in

the course of events being narrated is effected.

These functions of -pi are by no means mutually exclusive, as the

examples to be cited reveal. However, to require that the presence of

-pi always marks both exclusivity and the agent or means of change

does unjustified violence to the natural meaning of the text.

1.1. 'pi as a Marker of Thematic Focus. When the subject of a

Coreguaje sentence is explicitly stated and does not warrant special

attention (it is simply the theme or topic about which a comment is

made), no marker is attached to the subject:

( 1

)

Predicate Subject

wanisoasomH campesino

killed(m)^ country-fellow

'The country fellow killed him.'

There are times in all languages, however, when the subject needs to

be brought into focus, for example, because it conveys new
information, or in order to contrast it with the subject of some other

sentence. In English, such a sentence may be ''assigned a distinctive

stress position" (Hutchins 1975:114):

(2) 'John sold the book/
Alternatively the subject (or other thematic element of the sentence)

"is placed in a distinctive lexical frame" (Hutchins, 114):

(3) 'It was John who sold the book to my brother/

In Coreguaje, the device employed to bring the subject into focus is

the suffix -pi.

The subject may be given prominence in order to focus exclusively

on him:

(4) Following the death of his brother, a man accuses the addressee:

Subject Predicate

FOCUS PRESUPPOSITION
rriH^H'pi chn^H cho^ojenHe huanisomH

you my younger-brother(O) kined(m)

'You are the one who killed my younger brother.'
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Exclusive focus on the subject often carries overtones of contrast

with some other subject. In example 5, for instance. Mono (sentence ii)

is contrasted with / (i):

(5) (\) chu^Hni Pkato teana rua seera^asi^kua^mtt

me if-asked immediatelymuch would-have-asked(m)
* If they had talked to me, right away I would have asked for a

lot (of money).'

(ii) Mono-pi chobku huH^ehuu seesi^kHa^mu kuri

Mono doing small-amount asked(m) money
*But Mono asked for a little bit of money.'

The motivation for bringing the subject into focus in example 6

appears to be the unexpectedness of the statement made about him in

the nominalized clause. One would not expect ''one who has work (to

do)'' to take the time to come and teach outsiders his language:

(6) ... raisPkna^mu chn^n cho^oche paaka-ji

came(m) I work who(m)-has

\ . .1 came, (although I am) one who has work to do.'

Like the subject, an inanimate element appearing as the object of a

sentence does not generally take any case marker in Coreguaje:

(7) kuri koko paHko^mo chu^u icheja

money receiving am(f) I here

'I live here earning money.'

However, when a series of clauses occurs, listing different but

related objects about each of which a statement is made, -pi is attached

to these objects.^ The function of -/?/ in such cases may be thought of

as bringing each object into temporary thematic focus (Levinsohn 1980,

sect. 1.3), prior to passing to the consideration of the text:

(8) ([) toto tHO koko que^ro-pi cho ^o koko

pottery mold(O) receiving cascabels(O) make receiving

pa^io paHko^mo icheja chn^u

being am(f) here I

'While living here I mo\A pottery and earn money; I make
necklaces of cascabels and make money.'

(ii) a^so-pi . . . juha kuri koko

sweet-manioc(O) plant money receiving
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paHko^mo chu^u icheja

am(f) I here

*I plant sweet manioc and earn money.'

In summary, -pi is used in a variety of situations, attached both to

subjects and to inanimate objects, in order to bring the element into

focus as the theme of the sentence being considered.

1.2. -pi in Connection with an Agent of Change. Within narrative texts,

'pi is attached to the subject of a clause to indicate that the action he

performs brings about a change in the course of events being

described. Most commonly, -pi appears in connection with the actual

event that changes the direction of development of the story (sect. 1.21).

However, -pi may be attached to the introductory reference to a new
participant, to indicate that he (rather than other participants already

on stage) performs the act that brings about a change in the course of

the events being narrated (sect. 1.22).

1.2.1. "pi in Connection with an Agent of Immediate Change, -pi is

attached to the subject of a clause when that clause describes a change

in the course of events being narrated and the subject is the agent of

change.

This is illustrated in example 9, which is taken from an account of

what happened when a snake entered a house at night in which some

Indians and a white (person) were living.

(9) (i) kusa chiisi^ktta^niM repan

to-bite wanted(m) he

'The snake was about to bite.'

(ii) irakuso'pi huanisosi^kna^mH repauHe

white killed(m) him

*The white killed it.'

In 9 the sentence which contains -pi may be viewed as the peak

(Longacre 1976:217) of the incident under consideration. However, -pi

may also be attached to the subject of a clause that describes a

significant act producing the climactic event of the incident. The

participant marked by -pi may then be thought of as the agent or cause

of the event in the following clause or sentence.

This is illustrated in example 10. Two brothers who met a cannibal in

the jungle had climbed a tree to hide, and the cannibal shot the

younger brother with a blowgun. The intervention of the older brother

(marked by -pi) changes the course of events and produces the
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climactic result recorded in the following clause. He is thus the cause

of the younger brother not falling out of the tree:

(10) majaa^chn-pi cheakuna juhisihua^ti tuaHmaneasoniH

older-brother grabbing(DS) wounded-one fell-not(m)

*When (because) his older brother grabbed him, the wounded
one did not fall.'

Similarly, in the Coreguaje rendering of a Bible miracle involving

Jesus and a blind man, Jesus' final act (Jesus is marked by -pi)

produces the climactic event of the man's healing. Jesus is thus the

agent of the change in the man's condition:

(11) JesU'pi haJH^H chiuna teana nasi^kna^mH repan

Jesus look saying immediately saw(m) he

'When Jesus said ''See!" immediately he was able to see.'

1.2.2. 'pi and the Introduction of a Future Agent of Change.

Occasionally, -pi may give prominence to the subject of a clause which

introduces a participant to a narration for the first time. This use of-/?/,

apparently, is to focus on a future agent of change in the story, over

against other participants who are already on stage.

This is illustrated in example 12. The story from which it is taken

opens with the arrival of people from Florencia (sentence i). A second

participant, Jose, is then introduced (ii), and it is he who later starts a

fight with one of the other people present (iv). He, rather than the first

group of people, becomes the agent of change in the story:

(12) (i) pai meta paniasome chosa^aro

people came-downriver were(pl) Florencia

pa Hsina chukuna ja ^me pa Hsina

ones-who-were us with ones-who-were

'The people who were in Florencia came downriver and were

there. We had been with them on a previous occasion.'

(n) paHjuna checu-pi irakusca cono ukuasomu

being(DS) another whites beer was-drinking(m)

saWo pa Hku Jose-pi

port one-who-lives Jos6

'At the same time that they were there, another person, the

Jose who lives at the port, was drinking beer.'

(iii) ka^H-pi aperumtt koka huHoasomn repana-re

he before strength caused-to-rise them

*When he had been with them (people from Florencia) on a

previous occasion, he had become very angry with them.'
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(iv) Ru-ni Jose cahuu-na repan-He ruso

Ru(0) Jose neck him strangle

hueasora chiniasomu

to kill wanted(m)
'Now he tried to strangle Ru and kill him. . .

'

1.3. -pi and the Means of Change, -pi is attached to references to

inanimate elements to bring them into focus as the means or instrument

by which an event is performed. Most commonly, this event is

described in the same clause (sect. 1.3.1). However, -pi may be

attached to a reference to an inanimate element which is the means or

instrument by which an event presented in the following clause or

sentence is performed (sect. 1.3.2).^

1.3.1. -pi as Focus on Means. When the means or instrument by which
an event is performed is stated in Coreguaje, no marker of this

relationship is required.

In example 13, for instance, the knife (which had also been

mentioned earlier in the narrative from which the sentence is taken) is

the instrument by which the actions of both verbs were performed, but

no marker is attached to the noun because it is not the knife that is in

focus.

(13) . . . chura ta^ni repauHe me]jupona juba

now but him rib jab

chetosoaomu hua^U, . .

slit-open(m) knife

'But then he jabbed him in the rib with the knife and slit him
open. . .

'

Similarly, the means of travel does not have to be marked by a case

suffix:

(14) raisinapi bussaihuH ralsina^me chnkHna

ones-who-came bus came(pi) we
'We who came came by bus.'

However, when the means or instrument is to be brought into focus,

-pi is the marker used.

In example 15, for instance, the speaker is concerned with the means
by which his people were able to hunt in the old days, before they had

guns, 'pi is attached to the instrument, blowguns, to give prominence

to it:
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(15) (\) juohua paana JHoftHa-pi sese huaH .

blowguns havers blowguns wild-boar meat
juni aijbt chttkHna paHsina^me aperttntH

shoot eating we lived(pl) before

'Since we had blowguns in those days, we used blowguns to

obtain wild boar meat for eating/

(ii) jaohuna paHcheja^che JHOhtta-pi huaH
guns way-of-being blowguns meat

juni aiJH chukuna ko^rehuaju paHsina^me

shoot eating we Coreguaje lived(pl)

*We used blowguns to obtain our meat for eating, just as

though they were guns/

Similarly, in a travelogue composed of journeys made by various

means, the use of-p/ brings into focus each means of travel in turn:

( 16) (i) jo^e apehatato cinco paHto rehun-ji

again when-dawned five when-was motor-canoe

raisina^me chukttna ma jainuko pai

came(pl) we very many people

(ii) tVa carrosaihuH-ji raisina^me chukuna

arriving car came( pi ) we
(iii) taxisaihuH-ji aeropuerto saisina^me chuknna

taxi airport went(pl) we
(iv) docemedia paHtona raisina^me chukuna Satenahuti-ji

twelve-thirty when-it-was came(pl) we Satena

'The next day at five o'clock we came, a lot of us, in a motor
canoe. Having arrived, we came in a car. We went to the

airport in a taxL When it was 12:30, we came in a Satena

plane,'

1.3.2. -pi as the Means of Performing a Later Act. It is not uncommon
for -pi to be attached to the inanimate object of one clause when that

element is the means by which the event described in the next clause

or sentence is performed. The element concerned comes into focus as

the means by which a later significant event is performed (cf. the use of

-pi in examples 10 and 11).

In 17, for instance, -pi is attached to the inanimate object of the first

sentence (medicine), because it was by means of the medicine that

Alonso Ojeda got better:

(17) (i) AlonsoHe taW sotao-pi hamaroque-pi

Alonso(O) but soldier medicine
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chu^chuaasomu reban

sprinkled(m) he

'But a soldier sprinkled medicine on Alonso/

(ii) chu^chu repauHe na^a rua chima chuuasomn

sprinkled him much more poison diluted(m)

'(As a result) he diluted the poison more.'

(As in examples 10 and 11, the soldier is the cause of the climactic

event described in the following sentence.)

Similariy, in a folktale about a boy who sprouted feathers, the act

(sentence iii) is achieved by means of the leaves which the boy picked

and their sap, i.e., the inanimate objects respectively of (i) and (ii),

both marked with -pi:

(18) (i) ja b'pi huasoka ja ^o-pi tna ca WhuH
leaves huansoka leaves pick body

no^mekn cho^oku paniasoma

poke did was(m)

'He picked huansoka leaves and poked them all over his

body.'

(ii) ... ro*co pihiasoniH huiHo-pi huasoka

finished touching sap huansoka

ja^o huiHO'pi

leaves sap

'.
. . he finished touching his body with the sap of the

huansoka leaves.'

(iii) huichoko-pi chura ta^ni repauHe sa^saasomu caWhuu
new-feathers now but him sprouted body

\ . . he sprouted new feathers ail over his body.'

Within the Coreguaje culture, occasionally a ''chicha minga," i.e.,

work party, is the means by which certain work is performed.

Participants are paid for their work with chicha beer—the beer is the

''means" by which the work is done. Example 19 is the speech made

by a man inviting others to work for him in exchange for the beer.

Though the beer is the object of the first clause, it is marked by -pi

because it is the means by which the act of the second clause is to be

performed:

( 19) cono-pi ukuju choohuu jnahuhu

chicha drinking canoe let's launch

'Let's drink chicha beer and launch the canoe!'
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1.4. Summary. We have seen -pi used as a marker of focus in con-

nection both with the subject of a clause and with the means by which

an act is performed. The domain of focus of -pi is often the clause in

which it is found. However, the domain may not be so limited.

Whether as a marker of the agent of change or as marker of its means,

-pi may be used to give prominence to an element because of its

relevance to an act recorded later in the narrative under consideration

(sect. 1.2.1, 1.3.2).

2. Focus Marker -ni

The suffix -ni is used as a marker of focus on animate objects or

goals and as such closely parallels the different uses of -pi when

attached to subjects or inanimate objects (sect. 1).

Like -pi, -ni as a marker of focus has two overlapping functions. On
the one hand, it focuses on an animate object (etc.) to the exclusion of

other possible candidates (sect. 2.1). On the other, it gives prominence

to an animate object in connection with an act which brings about a

change in the course of events of the story being related (sect. 2.2). In

this latter case, the participant marked by -ni often becomes the agent

of the change that results from this act.

2.1. -ni as a Marker of Focus on Animate Objects, When the object of a

Coreguaje sentence is stated explicitly and is animate but does not

warrant special attention, it may be marked by the suffix -rel-He:

(20) chbt^H-re nasi^kua^rriH

me looked-at(m)

*He looked at me.'

To give prominence to an animate object the suffix -ni replaces -re.

The effect of this substitution is to focus exclusively or in particular on

him.

In 21, for instance, the addressee has climbed a tree and is throwing

monkeys down to his wife who is standing below. She then tells him

the type to look for. -ni indicates that this sort of monkey in particular

is wanted to the exclusion of other sorts:

(21) (i) chlirorohuH paako-ni huie tdjti^H

clinging-baby having-one(f) tied throw-down

(ii) chlirorohuH paako-ni chiimo cHm^h chiniasomo

clinging-baby having-one(f) want(f)l said(f)

"'Tie up and throw down a female with a baby clinging to

her! I want a female with a baby clinging to her," she said.'
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Similarly, in 22 prominence is given to the object of the main clause

to bring out the fact that the subject (an eagle) ate exactly what he

happened to desire:

(22) (i) HtrtHN^te ttato amHu-ni aittasomu

man if-desires man eats(m)

(ii) chlihua^tire nato chlihua^H-ni ainasomtt

child if-desires child eats(m)

'If he desires a man, a man he eats. If he desires a child, a

child he eats.'

Compare also example 5, sentence (i), where -ni is attached to

"me/' to bring out the contrast between what 'M" would have said

and what *'Mono" in (ii) actually did.

In example 23 the motivation for bringing the objects into focus

appears to be their unexpectedness (cf. example 6). One would not

expect a person who had done no harm to the addressee to be the

object of an attack from him, as in fact had occurred:

(23) (!) campesino-He mini su^a pona

country man(O) picked-up throwing turned-over

toasomu repau rupu huHkn-ni

knocked-down(m) he idle one-sitting(O)

'He picked up the country man who had entered, throwing

and turning him over; he knocked him down, he who was

sitting doing nothing. . .

(ii) ka^aja^he cho^oto

that-way when-did(ds)

'When he did that . .
.'

(iii) ke^se cuasa ma^tt chu^n-re ka^aja^he

how think you to-me thus

cho\}kH mtt^H-ni cho^oma^kn-ni? chiniasomn repan,

doing to-you to-one-who-did-nothing said(m) he

'''What were you thinking of, doing that to me, someone who
had done nothing to you?" he said.'

2.2. -m in Connection with a Change in the Course of Events. Within

narrative texts, -ni gives prominence to an animate object in connection

with an act which brings about a change in the course of the events

being described. Commonly, the participant so marked responds to this

act by taking the initiative in bringing about the change, though this is

not always the case (sect. 2.2.1). Also -ni may be attached to the

introductory reference to a new participant appearing as the object of

some verb, and indicating that he (rather than other participants
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already on stage) will perform events that effect a change in the course

of events of the narrative (sect. 2.2.2).

2.2.1. The Act Associated with -/ii as a Change in the Course of Events.

-ni is attached to the animate object of a clause when the act presented

in that clause leads him to take the initiative in such a way that the

course of events being described in the narrative is changed.

This is illustrated in example 24. When Jose attacks Ru, -ni is

attached to the initial reference to Ru (sentence i), since he

immediately turns the tables on Jose (ii):

(24) (i) po^in Ru-ni Jose cahunna repanHe

being Ru Jose neck him

rtiso hueasora chiniasomH

strangle kill wanted(m)

'Then Jose tried to strangle Ru and kill him.'

(ii) kah ta^ni repan Ru huaniasomh repan^te

that but he Ru hit(m) him

'However, Ru defended himself by hitting him.'

Similarly, in the story from which 23 above is taken, the reference to

the country man which identifies him as '*one who was sitting doing

nothing" (sentence i) is marked by -«/, since he immediately responds,

first by rebuking his attacker (ii), and then by killing him.

Although the participant marked with -ni often becomes the agent of

change in connection with the next event, this is not always the case.

In 25, for instance, it is the relatives of the wounded boy (rather than

the boy himself, marked with -ni) who turn the tables on the attacker:

(25) (i) chn^rihuana teosdasomn repan^te cuasama^kn-ni

behind-neck cut(m) him he-who-was-not-thinking

'He cut behind the neck the youth who was not doing

anything. . .

(ii) chi4ra ta^ni repanHe huaisina repana

now but him ones-who-hit they

katisoasome

hid(pl)

'But then the relatives of the youth beat him (the attacker) up

and hid themselves.'

Example 26 occurs near the end of a folktale about a time when
there was not much water, and only one man knew where to find a

stream. The rest of the people kept trying to discover how he kept so

clean, but he always hid. Finally they came across him bathing. He is
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referred to as "the one who was bathing" and marked with -ni,

presumably because this discovery enables the people also to drink and

to become clean. In this case, there is no change of initiator, but -ni

occurs in connection with the act (seeing the man bathing) which brings

about for the rest of the people the change in the course of events of

the story. Thus, ''the one bathing" may be viewed as the "means" (cf.

sect. 1.3) by which this change comes about.

(26) (i) rna sParamH kuHja naasome repauHe cuchakn-ni

much all-time traveling looked-at(pl) him bathing-one

(ii) cuchakti-ni na, uku huajasoasome repana chura taW
bathing-one saw drank came-alive(pl) they now but

'Traveling around all the time, they finally saw him bathing.

When (because) they saw him bathing, they saw (in contrast

to before) they were able to drink and be revived.'

2.2.2. -ni in Connection with the Introduction of a Future Agent of

Change. Occasionally, -ni may focus on the animate object of a clause

when the participant concerned is being introduced to the story for the

first time. As in section 1.2.2, the motivation for this use of a focus

marker appears to be to give prominence to the future agent of change

(perhaps over against the other participants who are already on stage).

This is illustrated in 27. After an evil spirit kills her husband, the

woman goes to her father who is a witchdoctor, tells him what

happened, and asks him to intervene. As a result, he brings about the

death of the evil spirit. The attachment of -ni to the introductory

reference to the father anticipates a change in the course of events and

indicates that he (rather than his daughter, for instance) will bring

about the change:

(27) oio tVaasomo repao pukaja^kn-ni

crying arrived(f) she her-father

'She went weeping to her father.'

2.3. Conclusion. While the parallel is not complete, the functions of-/?/

and -ni as focus markers on a subject/inanimate object and on an

animate object, respectively, are very similar. Both are used to focus in

particular on a participant (sects. 1.1, 2.1). Likewise, both often mark

the agent or means of change. In the case of -ni this latter function is

always anticipatory. Because the participant so marked is the object of

the clause in which the focus marker appears, it is always in a later

clause that the change of initiative or situation that warrants the use of

-ni is presented. In the case of -/?/, no later change is necessarily

anticipated. However, the use of -pi in an anticipatory sense is
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sufficiently common to assume that both markers share a common
characteristic, that of marking a (present or future) agent or means of

change.

3. Focus Marker -re

The suffix -re (or its phonological variant -He) is used under certain

conditions in connection with objects, and to a limited extent with

locative referents. Its presence is obligatory when attached to pronouns

functioning as the object of a clause, and usually it appears when a

human being is the object. However, it occurs with decreasing

frequency if the object is nonhuman animate or inanimate. This

variation in the frequency of -re is discussed in sect. 3.1, and is a

natural consequence of its function as a marker of specificity.

-re in fact has two overlapping functions. On the one hand, it

indicates that the object being referred to is a specific one, and not just

some vague member or subgroup of a class of objects (sect. 3.1). On
the other hand, particularly in connection with an inanimate object or

locative referent in narrative, it indicates that the element to which it is

attached will have further significance to the story as it develops (sect.

3.2).«

3.1. -re as a Marker of Specificity. The attachment of -r^ to the object

of a clause indicates that the speaker has a specific person, animal, or

thing in mind.

In the case of human objects, -re is usually present, since the

speaker normally has a specific individual in mind. For example, if he

says, ''I saw a man,'' in the context of his own community, he tends to

view the man as a specific individual, identifiable by appearance or

name as appropriate, rather than as a member of the class of men:

(28) umHu-He hasVkua^mH chu^H

man saw(m) I

*I saw a man.'

However, he may choose to refer to people in general, in which case

-re is not used. In one story, a man was looking for people to help him.

He had no specific individuals or groups in mind, so -re was not

employed:

( 29) pal ku ^easomu ka W
people was-looking-for he

'He was looking for people.'
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As soon as he calls on a particular group, however, -re is employed:

(30) ocho pai-re soniasomu repan

carijona people called(m) he

'He called Carijona people/

When the object of a clause is nonhuman, the initial reference to it

tends not to be marked by -re, because, even if the speaker has an

individual animal or thing in mind, this element is probably nothing

more than one member of a class. So, if a speaker says, ''I saw a

monkey,'' he thinks of the monkey not as being distinct from all other

monkeys, but as a member of the class of monkeys:

(31) naso nasPkna^mH chn^u

monkey saw(m) I

'I saw a monkey/monkeys/

However, if the speaker refers again to an item he has just

mentioned, he will mark it with -re if he is referring to the specific item

that he alluded to earlier. In other words, although an item may be

introduced in a general way, the speaker may then wish to talk further

about that item in particular.

This is seen clearly in a story about a man and woman who were

hunting monkeys in the jungle. When they see a bunch of monkeys, -re

is not attached to the initial reference to the monkeys, since they are

no more than members of the class of monkeys (sentence i). However,

when the man climbs the tree to get the monkeys, -re occurs (ii), since

they are now the specific monkeys which he had seen and which had

been mentioned before (cf. the switch from the indefinite to the definite

article in the English translation):

(32) (\) nnkarepau shHtona nasoko^a haasomn repan

noon when-hanging bunch-of-monkeys saw(m) he

'When it was noon, he saw a bunch of monkeys.'

(ii) naHto nami siete paHtona mnniasomH repau

when-late night seven when-be climbed-up(m) he

repafiH suquinn nasocano naso-re huasa chini

that-tree tree monkey-hunter monkeys kill want

'When it was night, at seven o'clock, he climbed up that tree

in order to kill the monkeys.'

Nevertheless, it does not follow, just because a speaker makes a

further reference to an item which he has already mentioned, that he is
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now thinking of the specific item mentioned earlier. This is clearly seen

in a text about some hippies who had come to buy the yaje drug from
the chief. Although the yaje is mentioned several times in the chiefs

narration of the incident, it is only near the end of the text that he
switches from references to yaje in general to a particular batch of it.

Until this happens, -re does not occur:

(33) (i) chaje preparajbt^H

yaje make(m)
'Make yaje.'

(ii) keecheja catticha . . . chaje chn^u koosi^kHa^mn

that-place Putumayo yaje I received(m)

"... I received y^y^ at that place, at the Putumayo.'

(iii) chnohua^H pa^iu so^ha kuHn rasVe-re

poor-one being far traveling that-which-brought

repona chu^U're haa piVame chaje

they me steal are-beginning(pl) yaje

'That which I traveled far as a poor one and brought back,

they're beginning to steal from me.'

Conversely, it is not necessary for an item already to have been

mentioned for the speaker to refer specifically to it. This is evident in

the story of a big snake which was responsible for eating the people of

a village when they went to the river to wash their clothes. In speaking

to each other, they immediately use -re to refer to it, because they

have a particular snake in mind:

(34) ke^se chohnVte mai iktt-re ana-re huanisojana^he

how doing we this-one snake will-kill(pl)

'What are we to do to kill this snake?'

-re is used also when a more specific term for an item is substituted

for a generic one:

(35) (i) kuri koo raimn chn^u

money to-receive come(m) I

(W) sueldoHe recibara chini raimn chn^n

salary to-receive wanting come(m) I

'I've come to receive money. I've come in order to receive

my salary.'

-re is thus used in connection with an object whenever the specificity

of its identification is to the fore, whether because a particular
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individual is in mind, because an allusion to a previously mentioned

item is being made, or because the speaker is moving from a more

generic to a more specific identification of the item.

Given this use of -r^, it is not surprising that a pronoun functioning

as the object of a clause is always marked by -re, because pronouns in

Coreguaje invariably have specific referents:

(36) (i) mi^ka taju paHsina^me ai

chirimoya planting were(pl) old

pai apernmH chiho

people before fields

*In the past our ancestors planted chirimoya in their fields.'

(ii) ka^a-re chakHna aperumH ai pai

that our before old people

taJH pa Hsina^me

planting were(pl)

'Our ancestors planted that in the past.'

-re is attached also to references to place, when the specificity of the

location concerned is at the fore, in connection with a story about

tapirs, for instance, a narrator comments;

(37) (i) huekn chii paana chu^asina^me

tapirs children ones-who-had swam(pl)

'Tapirs who had young also swam in the stream.'

( ii ) jorema ^he hueku ch ^uhua '^ti-re hue ^ejn chu ^ana ^me

not-lying tapirs back-of-neck carrying swim(pl)

ka'^ana chiihua'^i-re hueku chiacha chu^ani

they children(O) tapirs stream when-swim
'It is not a lie that tapirs carry their young on the back of
their necks when they swim in the stream.'

The function of -re as an indicator of specificity may appear to

overlap with the uses of -pi and -ni as exclusive focus markers (sect.

1.1 and 2.1). This is not the case in general, for the following reasons:

(a) Whereas -pi and -ni give prominence to the element they mark,

over against the other elements of the sentence, -re does not focus in

this way on the object. It is true that the object of a transitive verb is

often naturally the "rheme" of a sentence (the most important item

being communicated, as the "nonthematic first-rank amplicative

partner of the verb" (Firbas 1959:48; cf. Levinsohn 1975: 16ff.).

Consequently, the item to which -re is attached is often the most
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important element of the sentence (cf. 37 ii). However, this is by no

means always the case. In 34, for example, ''this snake'' is given

information and the concern of the question is ''What are we to do to

kill ar
(b) Nor is -re an indicator of exclusivity. For instance, in 32, the

presence of -re does not imply that the man climbed the tree to kill

those monkeys to the exclusion of others. Rather, -re partially parallels

the function of the definite article in English, as it anaphorically

specifies and identifies the object as "the aforementioned.''^

3*2. 'te as a Marker of Further Significance. Particularly in connection

with inanimate objects and locative referents, -re is used to mark an

element as being of further significance to the story.

This is illustrated in the folktale about a time when there was not

much water (cf. 26 in sect. 2.2). The two inanimate objects marked by

-re as the story gets under way are the "clothes with lots of dirt,"

which the people in general wore, and the "clothes without dirt,"

which the one man was able to wear. These two items together are

significant for the development of the story, in that the people with

dirty clothes, because they see the other man's clothes, seek to find the

stream to which he has access:

(38) ( i ) oko peoknna cuchamapn kaha je ^e rua

water not-being not-bathing clothes even very

meno-re juHJH repana ca^nihuna meno paaasome repana

dirt wearing their bodies dirt had(pl) they

'Because there was no water, they didn't bathe, they wore

clothes with lots of dirt, and their bodies had dirt on them.'

(ii) ka^aja^he paHcheja pai te^en meno je^e peoka

that-way being-place person one dirt even not-having

kaha meno je V* peoche- He

clothes dirt even that-which-didn't have

choasVe-re ju Htt paniasomn

that-which-had-been-washed wearing was(m)

'In that place there was one man who was wearing clothes

without dirt, ones which had been washed.'

(iii) ka^ajeknna repatt saito chio ma^a

because-of-that he when-went field path

saiche hani tuhaasome repana

going when-looked followed(pl) they

' Because of that, when they saw him go on the path to the

field, they followed him.'
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Example 39 is taken from a narrative about a journey. The speaker

described the sights he saw along the way, the fields, the buildings in

the towns, and the people, to none of which is -re attached. However,

when he stopped at a town and ate a meal, what he ate is marked by

-re (sentence i) because that food caused him to get sick (ii). -re is

attached to ''chicken thigh" because of its further relevance to the

story (cf. below for a discussion of how this use of -r^ differs from the

function of -pi, in connection with inanimate objects):

(39) (i) kura toapnHe aisi^kna^mu chu^u

chicken thigh(O) ate(m) I

'I ate a chicken thigh/

(ii) ani junisdra^asi^kHa^rriH chu^n

when-ate almost-died(m) I

'When I ate it, I almost died.'

The item marked by -re may be of relevance within a later clause of

the same sentence. For example, in 40 -re is attached to the reference

to the yaje drug (dependent clause), since it is the taking of yaje that

distinguished the speaker from other people (independent clause):

(40) chaje-re ukuknna cheke rekocho chn^u-re paHkn^mH

yaj6 drinking other soul to-me there-is

'Because I drink j«/e, my soul is different.'

Example 41 illustrates the use of ~re in connection with a locative

referent, to mark its significance for the outcome of the story. A young

man, tired of being poor, leaves home and, after a series of adventures,

returns with a magic ring, which he uses to replace his old home with a

pretty new house. The presence of -re in connection with the initial

references to the house anticipates its further involvement in the story:

(41) (i) Sebastian chuohua^u paHsi^ea^me

Sebastian poor-one it-is-life

'This is the life of Sebastian.'

(ii) rna chnohua^M paHn cho^oche rna

very poor-one being work much
cho^oku paniasomti repan

doing was(m) he

'A very poor man named Sebastian used to live by working

very hard.'
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(iii) huH^e-re rna cu^ahuH^e-re paniasome repana

house(O) very bad-house(O) lived(pl) they

'They lived in a very bad house/

(iv) ooja^o huH^em-He . . . paniasome repana

banana-leaves little-house(O) lived(pl) they

'They lived in a little house made of banana leaves/

(v) ucuarepa seesPe jo^e apehatato paniasomu,

exactly what-asked-for again when-dawned there-was

huH^e rua re^ojahuH^e cu^ahua^na ma jainnko

house very pretty-house animals very many
'When it dawned, there was a pretty, new house and memy
animals, exactly that for which he had asked."

The function of -re illustrated in the preceding examples may be

compared with the use of -pi to indicate that a certain inanimate

element becomes the means by which a later action is performed (sect.

1.3). In general, the item marked by -re is not the means by which a

change is brought about. For instance, the fact that the people in

general had dirty clothes and one man did not (38) is not the means by

which the change in their situation came about. Nevertheless, the

elements marked by -re are of significance to the outworking of the

tale.

In the case of example 39, while it is true that the chicken thigh was

the cause of the man's becoming ill, the man did not employ the food

as a means of making himself ill. Similarly, in 40, the speaker does not

claim that he drank yaje in order to change the state of his soul (the

verb is stative). The use of -pi therefore appears to be limited to

marking the means by which the subject actively brings about a change

of state, -re thus has a complementary function to that of -pi. It is

attached to those inanimate objects which are of significance to the

outworking of the story but are not the specific means used by the

subject to bring about change.

4. Focus Marker -na.

The function of -na, when attached to inanimate goals*" and time

expressions, parallels that of -re to the extent that only specific

referents are marked, and exclusivity does not appear to be at the fore

(sect. 3.1). However, the element marked by -na always appears to be

prominent in the sentence. Thus -na parallels -pi and -ni in that its

primary function is that of focus, albeit focus on a specific element,

rather than on exclusivity.

-na is not usually attached to inanimate goals, which are identified in

a general way and are viewed as no more than "one of a class" (cf.

sect. 3.1):
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(42) huu^ejopo tVaasomtt repau

village arrived(m) he

'He arrived at a village.'

(43) au ai huu^e muaasomH repau

food eating house went(m) he

'He went to a restaurant.'

Nor is -na attached to goals which are not the specific place or

person to which the action as a whole is directed. Consequently, in

travelogues, the places through which a person passes en route to his

destination tend not to be marked by -na. Similarly, if a narrator

mentions a general goal, when he has a more specific one in mind, then

the more general goal does not take -na.

This is illustrated in example 44. The locative goal of the journey

being described is Florencia. However, this place is not marked with

-na, because a more specific goal is then named, viz., the sorcerer

(marked with -ni, since he is animate—sect. 2.1.):

(44) magia~ni saasomn repan choosa^aro

sorcerer took(m) he Florencia

'He took her to Florencia, to the sorcerer.'

Similarly, in a story describing daily routines, a narrator tells how
the people regulariy go to the Caqueta River to hunt for turtle eggs.

This location is not marked by -na because the narrator proceeds to

name the specific place where the eggs are to be found, viz., '*on the

beach":

(45) (i) kee jahcha coh saina^me chuhnna

that Caqueta-river turtles go(pl) we
'We go to the Caqueta River for turtles.'

(ii) mejahuH-na COH maina^me

beach turtles come-up(pl)

'The turtles come up on the beach.'

(\\\) jainttko mejahuH^^ COH maime
many beach turtles come-up(pl)

'Many are the turtles which come up on the beach.'

As already mentioned, -na appears always to bring into focus the

specific goal or time with which it is associated. This is seen in 46; in

sentence (ii), the place mentioned is both the specific location of the

event described in (i), and the only piece of new information being

presented:
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(46) (i) chura taW hatasPkua^mH chnktinaHe

now but it-dawned us

'After that it became dawn/
(ii) Ibague huH^ejopo-na chnkHnaHe hatasi^kHa^mn

Ibague city us it-dawned

*We were in Ibague when it became dawn/

Example 47 illustrates the use of -na to focus on a temporal

expression, in this case highlighting how cold it was:

(47) (i) kani hunni cajerepajaiche hami rehuu

slept got-up exceedingly night motor-canoe

chnkHna tuhisina^me

we boarded(pl)

'We got up and boarded the canoe before dawn/
(ii) rtta sHSHrnmH-na chnkuna^te sasi^kua^mH rehuu

very cold-time us it-took motor-canoe

'It was still very cold when the boat took us/

In 47, the fact that it was very cold had no bearing on the

development of the rest of the story; -na simply gives prominence to

the temporal expression, over against the other elements of the

sentence. However, like the other enclitics considered in this paper,

-na is employed also in connection with a goal or time which is of

significance to the outcome of the story being narrated.

This is illustrated in 48. In a fictional story, a man out in his boat lies

down to spear a fish. While he is in this position, an eel comes up and

hits him with its tail, causing him to fall into the river. "River" is

marked with -na, since his being in the river brings him into further

trouble with the eel:

(48) (i) suVsorepatona chn^H huuni chiacha-na

when-hit I got-up river

tuani ruHsi^kua^mu

fell went-under-water(m)

'When it hit me, I got up, fell into the river, and went under

the water.'

(ii) tuani ruHtona jo^e chu^u-re

fell went-underwater again me
meko huu%UH raisi^kua^mu

eel running came
'When I fell and went under, the eel came after me again/
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Similarly, one travelogue mentions various times of arrival at

intermediate points, without -na being employed. However, the

reference to the time of arrival at the last port has -na attached because

arrival there at 6:30 p.m. meant that the last leg of the journey had to

be made in darkness:

(49) (i) 6:30 paHto oracha saWo meta

6:30 when-be Maticuru port came-down-river

JHOsina^me nami-na

docked(pl) night

'We came downriver and docked at Maticuru when it was

6:30 at night.'

(ii) hami'pi kakasina^me

night entered(pl)

'It was night when we entered the stream.'

Thus, -na displays various similarities both with -re as a marker of

specificity, and with -pi and -ni as markers of focus. These functions

cannot be divided into neat, self-contained areas. Rather, the presence

of -na gives prominence to references to specific goals or times, and

the context no doubt determines whether any particular aspect is in

focus.

5. Conclusions

Like Siona, Coreguaje employs not one, but a whole set of suffixes

to indicate that an element is in focus, the choice of member being

determined by the syntactic function of the element in the sentence. It

is the domain of these markers in Coreguaje which is of particular note.

The use of -pi and -ni as indicators of exclusivity may be paralleled in

many other languages, as may the function of -re as a specifier.

However, the marking of the agent or means of change, often in

anticipation of the record of the actual change, and the use in general

of a focus marker because of the later significance of the element to

which it is attached, is not widely documented. This study of the focus

markers of Coreguaje suggests that similar markers in other languages

might profitably be analyzed in terms of their various domains of

relevance.*^

Notes

I The Coreguaje language belongs to the Western Tucanoan language family (Waltz and

Wheeler 1972:129) and is spoken by about six hundred people who call themselves

Coreguajes, Tamas, or Carijonas. These people live in about ten villages situated on the

Orteguaza River and its tributaries, in the department of Caqueta, Colombia. The present

analysis is based on texts collected in the village of Maticuru.
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2 The examples from Coreguaje are given in the practical orthography of the language,

which is based on Spanish. The following symbols are additional to or differ from those

of Spanish: ph, t, k, (representing the aspirated stops /p^, \}\ k^/), ' (glottal %Xop)Jn (the

voiceless nasal alveopalatal /jV), h (a high central unrounded vowel), and V (a^pasalized

vowel), h appears between // and other vowels to indicate that a hiatus transition, rather

than a diphthong, is present.

For a presentation of the phonological system of Coreguaje, cf. Young, Cook, and

Gralow, forthcoming.

3 Wheeler considers -jt,v/ 'also, even' to indicate emphatic focus, in connection with

animate subjects. The equivalent morpheme in Coreguaje, fwua 'also, still, the same' is a

free form, and does not appear to function as a focus marker in the language.

4 A comparison of Siona and Coreguaje texts reveals that the focus markers occur much

more frequently in the former than in the latter.

5 The following abbreviations are used in connection with the translation of examples:

DS marker of different subject m masculine

in the next clause,

f feminine O direct object

pi plural

6 -pi is used in a variety of related ways in connection with a series of clauses focusing

on different elements in turn. Most commonly, the second and subsequent elements are

marked by -pi, as in example 8. However, following a summary statement about the

elements in general, the first element in the list may also take -pi. Finally, if the list of

elements is extensive, -pi may be attached to every pair of sentences (e.g., A -pi, he

makes' and B 'he makes'; C -pi 'he makes' and D 'he makes').

7 Up to this point, the analysis of -pi presented here has not differed significantly from

that of Gralow (l980:27flF.). However, Gralow fails to explain how an occurrence oi-pi

which "seftala un cambio inminente en los sucesos que afecta al final de la historia en

forma sorpresiva o significativa" is to be distinguished from its use as a straightforward

marker of instrument or means (n. 11). Moreover, she is obliged to assume that the

presence of -pi within reported quotations reflects the point of view of the narrator,

whereas the present analysis enables its presence to be interpreted, more naturally as part

of the citation itself.

8 The morpheme -re appears in many Eastern Tucanoan languages. Kinch calls it a

marker of **non-thematic focus'* and suggests that its use is limited in Yurutf to

secondary activities and participants, props, main participants in secondary roles and

spatiotemporal settings (1977:133). On various occasions he alludes to specificity in

connection with -re, but his summary (153) allocates this function at times to the

presence of -re, and at times to its absence.

Research in other Eastern Tucanoan languages suggests that one of the functions of -re

is indeed to indicate specificity (B. Brandrup, personal conversation concerning Siriano).

However, -re appears to be used in Siriano also to indicate the primary means of linkage

between episodes of a narrative (attached to a sentence-initial spatiotemporal element),

and to mark, in the case of travelogues, whether the story is oriented around inanimate

objects or changing locations.

9 This last comment applies also to -na (sect. 4).

10 The semantic domain oi -na includes not only "to" or "toward'' a goal, but also "in'*

or "inside" a place or object, -na is used, rather than -re, to specify the locative

referents of verbs like "sleep," "dawn," 'rest," and "cook." In connection with these

verbs, -na appears to be obligatory, unless the location has already been specified in the

immediate context.

11 In (iii), the rheme of the sentence is "many." "On the beach" is now given
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information, and is no longer in focus. Typically, further mention of a previously

specified goal is not marked by -na.

12 Tuyuca (Eastern Tucanoan), the morpheme -sa probably combines the functions of -pi

and -ni as a marker of change. Kam (1979:21) states that, whenever two participants are

on stage and -sa is attached to a reference to one of them, their roles vis-a-vis each other

are about to change. Similarly, -sa attached to an inanimate object indicates "que estos

constituyen el accesorio crucial y que son instrumentales para la realizaci6n de la

resolucion." -sa is also attached occasionally to the introductory reference to a new
participant (Kam, 27ff.), and it seems likely that as such it anticipates a change in the

direction of development of the story, as a consequence of his introduction.

In Tuyuca -sa differs from the focus markers in Coreguaje, however, in being primarily

"el marcador de la li'nea tematica" of a narrative (Kam, 79). Nowhere does Kam suggest

that its domain of function at times is limited to the sentence.
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